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Introduction
• Dialysis patients are at high risk for healthcare-associated infections
and infection is the second most common cause of death among
patients on hemodialysis (HD).
– Infection risk in dialysis patients is elevated for a number of
reasons, including use of central venous catheters (CVCs) for
dialysis access, immunosuppression, presence of multiple
comorbidities, and frequent contact with the healthcare setting.
• Approximately 250,000 central-line-associated bloodstream
infections (CLABSI) occur annually in the hospital setting in the US.
– Blood stream infections are associated with significant mortality
as well as costs to the hospital.

Objective
• We sought to identify best demonstrated practices for the
elimination of hospital-acquired CLABSI among patients receiving
HD in the inpatient setting.
• Recommendations were developed based on evaluation of
the published literature as well as findings from prior quality
improvement initiatives conducted by a hospital network in
conjunction with the dialysis provider.

Recommendations
Line Selection and Assessment of Preexisting Indwelling
CVCs

Accessing the HD CVC Catheter and Use of Antimicrobial
Barrier Tools

• CVCs with the minimum number of ports essential for the
management of the patient should be used; wherever possible,
double lumen catheters should be used over triple lumen
catheters.

• Wherever possible, the dedicated HD CVC should be used for
dialysis therapy only.

• Dwell time should be monitored for all temporary catheters and
placement of permanent CVC arranged after 7 days.

• Access to the HD CVC should be limited to trained personnel
only.

• A CVC assessment should be completed within 24 hours for
any patient admitted through the emergency department with a
preexisting indwelling catheter.
– For any suspected CVC infection, blood cultures should be
drawn per order and the event should be reported to the
nephrologist and infection prevention personnel.

Results

– Hospitals should create policies to identify those with
permission to access the line and provide the necessary
education and training.

• CVC care should be performed following strict aseptic
technique.
• The CVC hub should be disinfected using 2% chlorhexidine
gluconate / 70% isopropyl alcohol scrub (or a hospital-approved
disinfectant, following all manufacturer guidelines) and allowed
to air dry for 60 seconds.
• Following hub disinfection, 10-12 mL syringes should be
attached and limbs placed on an opened sterile 4x4 dressing.

• Antimicrobial barrier tools (eg, Tego® needlefree connectors
with 3M™ Curos™ caps) should be used for all HD CVCs,
following manufacturer guidelines.

Conclusions

CLABSI Events among Hospital System HD Patients using a CVC for
Dialysis Access, 2016-2018

Methods

– The HD CVC should not be used for infusion of IV fluids,
blood draws, or administration of medications.

CVC Care Policies and Procedures

Implementation of standardized recommendations and best demonstrated practices can help to reduce the
incidence of CLABSI in patients receiving HD in the hospital setting.

• A review of the literature on new mechanical infection barrier tools was
conducted.
• Results of the following hospital quality improvement initiatives were reviewed:
– Use of Tego needlefree connectors for all CVC catheters with weekly
connector change, per manufacturer guidelines (June 2016)
®

– Use of 3M™ Curos™ caps for all Tego® needlefree connectors with caps
changed at every treatment, per manufacture guidelines (August 2018)
– Strict adherence to CVC access aseptic procedure as directed by dialysis
provider policy, including dedicated use of central line by HD personnel only
• Data on the incidence of CLABSI among patients using a CVC for HD access was
collected over a period of 2.5 years for treatments performed at all 12 hospitals
in the network.
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